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『ザ・ステューディオ（The Studio: An illustrated magazine of fine and 
applied art）』（1893–1964年）
『 ザ・コネスール（The Connoisseur: An illustrated magazine for 
collectors）』（1901–92年）
［新規契約電子リソ スー］
『ベネジット美術家事典』オンライン版（Benezit Dictionary of Artists 




















The principal activities of the Research Library are: the collection of 
materials related to the history of Western art and related disciplines; the 
provision of materials for the assistance of NMWA staff members, and 
the provision of materials for studies conducted by external museum 
curators and academic researchers. Further, this art museum library 
also includes within its purview the publication of information on the 
museum’s collections and the management of the museum’s websites. 
The following is a report on the Research Library’s activities during this 
fiscal past year.
In terms of materials collection, we continued to collect books, 
periodicals and electronic media, in line with the collections policy, 
focusing on Western art from the medieval period through the first half of 
the 20th century. As one element of the library’s collection of materials 
related to art history and related disciplines, we subscribed to the Benezit 
Dictionary of Artists, in Oxford Art Online, a new site which opened in 
the autumn of 2011. It goes without saying that this dictionary, commonly 
known as Benezit, has been an essential tool in art historical research 
since its first publication in 1911. Finally, thanks to the generosity of two 
private donors, the library also received a gift of approximately 1,100 
books.
Regarding the materials exchange program in which the library 
sends copies of NMWA publications to cooperating institutions, since 
last year’s shipments were deferred due to the impact of the Great East 
Japan Earthquake on postal traffic, this year we sent two years of NMWA 
publications in a single shipment to cooperating institutions both in Japan 
and overseas.
The cataloguing of materials continued with the use of the Neo 
CILIUS system purchased in the last fiscal year, resulting in the addition 
of 613 records for books and 1,710 records for periodicals to the 
catalogue. Staff have been cataloguing the back numbers of The Studio: 
An Illustrated Magazine of Fine and Applied Art (1893–1964), first 
published at the turn of the 20th century in London, which was purchased 
in the last fiscal year, and The Connoisseur: An Illustrated Magazine for 
Collectors (1901–1992), over the course of a two-year period, with the 
recording of all data in the library system completed during this fiscal 
year.
In addition, as part of our efforts to improve the quality of the 
information services provided by the library, we have renewed the Path-
Finder scholarly information that is presented on the NMWA website 
in Japanese. This website accesses information and bibliographic 
information in the NMWA micro format materials holdings, along with 
contracted online information sources and open access sources online, 
and thus is useful as a general reference guide to the field of Western art 
history as a whole. 
Continuing ongoing practice, the Library was open two days a week 
(Tuesdays and Fridays) to outside users. This in total, the library was 
open 93 days and welcomed 389 external users, including museum 
curators, graduate students and art gallery staff.
Regarding the publication of information on works in the NMWA 
collection, again this year the library received a Grant-in-Aid for 
Publication of Scientific Research Results from the Japan Society for 
the Promotion of Science to assist with the data entry into the museum’s 
collections management system. This year’s focus was the addition of 
catalogue raisonné number information for art works in the NMWA 
collection.
In order to link the information sources of the involved institutions, 
new link functions were added to the Union Catalog of the Collections 
of the National Art Museums, Japan. This means that when the link that 
appears on the object page of the Union Catalog is pushed, the user can 
view the detailed information pages provided by each institution.
On 2 December 2011, I presented a lecture on the cutting edge 
examples of digital archives at the “Cultural Heritage Online” Results 
Report Forum held by the Agency for Cultural Affairs at the Hitotsubashi 
Memorial Hall of the National Institute for Informatics. The NMWA 
collection database has been well received, as evidenced by its selection 
as a reference site in the Hoso daigaku (“The Open University of Japan”) 
text Museum Education.
As part of the museum’s ongoing efforts to provide information to 
users both in and out of Japan, the NMWA website is updated regularly 
to include bilingual (Japanese and English) information on exhibitions 
(permanent collection galleries and special exhibitions), events (lectures, 
symposia, etc.) and educational programs. The top page of the site was 
also revised to make it appropriate for viewing on third-generation smart 
phones. (Masako Kawaguchi)
[Major Acquisitions]
The Studio: An illustrated magazine of fine and applied art (1893-1964)
The Connoisseur: An illustrated magazine for collectors (1901-1992)
[New Digital Source Subscriptions]
Benezit Dictionary of Artists on Oxford Art Online
[Research Library Usage]
Number of days open: 93
Registered users: 145 (new users 82, renewals 63)
Visitors: 389
Books lent: 642 works for a total of 1,604 items
Photocopies made: 1,049 items (for a total of 11,120 pages)
Photographs:41 items (for a total of 394 images)
Reference queries: 8 items
Staff Visits: 
6 June 2011, Kanazawa 21st Century Museum
31 January 2012, Rikkyo University Graduate School
[Website data]
Access: 10,265,380 page hits (including 592,613 hits to the collection 
database)
[NMWA Collection Database]
Available data: 4,276 items of text data, 4,456 items of visual images 
Access: 592,613 page hits
